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Abstract: In the domain of computer vision, object recognition aims at detecting and classifying
objects in data sets. Model-driven approaches are typically constrained through their focus on
either a specific type of data, a context (indoor, outdoor) or a set of objects. Machine learning-based
approaches are more flexible but also constrained as they need annotated data sets to train the
learning process. That leads to problems when this data is not available through the specialty of the
application field, like archaeology, for example. In order to overcome such constraints, we present
a fully semantic-guided approach. The role of semantics is to express all relevant knowledge of
the representation of the objects inside the data sets and of the algorithms which address this
representation. In addition, the approach contains a learning stage since it adapts the processing
according to the diversity of the objects and data characteristics. The semantic is expressed via an
ontological model and uses standard web technology like SPARQL queries, providing great flexibility.
The ontological model describes the object, the data and the algorithms. It allows the selection and
execution of algorithms adapted to the data and objects dynamically. Similarly, processing results are
dynamically classified and allow for enriching the ontological model using SPARQL construct queries.
The semantic formulated through SPARQL also acts as a bridge between the knowledge contained
within the ontological model and the processing branch, which executes algorithms. It provides the
capability to adapt the sequence of algorithms to an individual state of the processing chain and
makes the solution robust and flexible. The comparison of this approach with others on the same use
case shows the efficiency and improvement this approach brings.
Keywords: object detection; semantic; OWL; SPARQL; ontology; point cloud processing

1. Introduction
The real world is increasingly being digitized by various and continuously evolving sensor
systems that produce vast amounts of data (e.g., images, point clouds). Several factors characterize
this data. These factors depend on the sensor used, its characteristics and the way it is used on the
one hand and the real-world objects and their geometrical and physical structure on the other hand.
In addition, other external factors (such as the illumination of the scene) depend on the acquisition
context. All these factors have an impact on the representation of the objects inside the data sets.
Moreover, these factors vary broadly for different acquisition cases. For example, a 3D point cloud
acquired by laser scanning acquisition technology as used in Reference [1] is dense, no noise and
composed of regular geometrical surfaces. In contrast, a 3D point cloud acquired by a smartphone
as used in Reference [2] or by a Kinect as used in Reference [3], often has a lower quality. This lower
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quality leads to low and sparse density, much noise and the apparition of broken and irregular surfaces.
Therefore, the object representation inside the data varies greatly.
The variation of object representation inside the data increases the difficulty of automatic
processing techniques to detect and identify objects, since they have to manage every representation
of objects. That is why many solutions are adapted and restricted to specific situations to limit the
degrees of complexity introduced by this variation. An ideal solution should be very flexible to manage
many cases. In addition, the more cases there are, the more human effort should be made to detect
objects through a supervised or semi-supervised approach. Therefore, an ideal approach should be
automatic to adapt the detection process itself to the diversity of cases. Indeed, such flexible solutions
would need to consider all factors that impact the acquisition process. In order to detect an object,
an automatic approach has to identify data characteristics that impact the object representation inside
the data. Thus, detection processes contain three steps:
Preprocessing: improves the representation of the object inside the data (e.g., noise cleaning,
transformations)
Segmentation: uses a strategy (model-driven/data-driven/learning-driven), based on certain
assumptions helping to detect characteristics in the data sets which lead to the objects
Identification: evaluates the elements found (based on the characteristics provided by the detection
process) and links it to the object categories
1.1. Related Work
The review in Reference [4] presents the most common approaches for preprocessing 3D point
clouds. These approaches mainly perform filtering and denoising to improve the representation of
objects in the data.
Then, for the segmentation step, some model-driven approaches, such as References [5,6],
use a Hough transform adapted to 3D [7] to detect planes and identify the floor and buildings
in order to reconstruct them in 3D. Other approaches such as that in Reference [8] use RANdom
SAmple Consensus (RANSAC) [9] to detect shapes (such as planes, spheres and cylinders).
The approach in Reference [10] projects and transforms the data into a 2D graph to segment
elements according to local convexity criterion. The approach in Reference [11] uses a 3D voxel grid
method to rasterize the point cloud after a first segmentation of the floor. However, these segmentation
approaches do not use the information on the shape and surface of the objects to be segmented.
They lose accuracy and therefore cannot be used to segment all types of object in different data contexts.
On the contrary, another approach [12] segments the data according to their smoothness.
This approach provides accurate results but it is not suitable for a vast data set because it is quite
time-consuming. Other more generic and traditional approaches such as region growing [13] segment
all types of objects according to standard criteria but also segment the objects into several portions.
Other approaches ([14,15]) segment point clouds in the domain of building information modeling
(BIM). These approaches, similar to the majority of approaches in the BIM domain as presented by
Reference [16], are mainly based on data characteristics for segmentation. Then these approaches
mainly use object characteristics to identify the generated segments. The relevance of these approaches
depends entirely on the data characteristics and the objects sought.
The data-driven methodology is composed of machine learning approaches and heuristic
approaches. With the increase of 3D data and efficiency provided by machine learning, the machine
learning approaches are being used more and more. The machine learning approach is comprised
of a large variety of techniques. The machine learning approaches based on convolutional neural
networks (CNN) like in Reference [17] and region-based convolutional neural networks (R-CNN)
like in Reference [18] provide accurate object detection. In addition, the approach in Reference [19]
based on ResNets [20] produces fast and efficient object detection in images. However, approaches
using an R-CNN like in Reference [21] are only usable on dense data sets and organized into a tensor
structure. Therefore they are mainly not applicable to 3D point clouds. The VoxelNet approach
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in Reference [22] proposes an adaptation to 3D by using a voxel grid to obtain proper object
detection. Similarly, the approach in Reference [23] adapts the convolutional network to the 3D.
The approach in Reference [24] based on PointNet [25] uses the location of objects to improve their
detection. Other approaches in References [26,27] combine 2D and 3D data to increase detection quality.
Among the machine learning approaches, the approaches of References [28,29] obtain excellent results
in the application case of room detection in a 3D modern building. That is why Section 4 uses the
result of their works to compare with the result of the approach presented in this paper. However, all
machine learning approaches require training on annotated data.
If annotated data are not available or not sufficient, heuristic approaches are superior.
The detection of shapes and geometric characteristics of objects are the main basis of heuristic
approaches. For example, the approach in Reference [30] combines several preprocessing, segmentation
and classification algorithms to detect switches in a railway point cloud. These approaches produce
accurate object detection. These approaches use a single sequence of algorithms to detect all objects in
the data. Therefore these approaches adapt neither to characteristic and representation variations of
the object type, nor to variations of data characteristics.
Through the emergence of the Semantic Web and the development of semantic
technologies that formalize and use knowledge representations, the ontology-driven approaches
have increased in different domains of computer vision. Among the semantic technologies,
the Web Ontology Language (OWL) [31] allows a logical and explicit representation of knowledge in
any particular domain of interest [32] by defining an ontology composed of classes and individuals.
The use of semantic technologies in computer vision allows for introducing knowledge and use of
this knowledge in the object detection process to improve its flexibility. Designing an object detection
process based on explicit knowledge allows for adapting the process according to the knowledge
content. Thus, an addition to or a change in knowledge representation implies a process adaptation
facilitating a behavior adapted to new situations. The integration of explicit knowledge in current
research work of computer vision appears to mainly support the classification process through the
description of objects but also to support the segmentation process through knowledge about data,
object and algorithm.
The semantic-based methodology of classification first segments a point cloud.
Secondly, it estimates geometric properties of segments to generate ontologies expressed in
OWL. Thirdly, it applies reasoning to classify and gather segments based on their features’ description
inside the knowledge base. This methodology is used in the cultural heritage domain ([33,34])
but also other domains as a straightforward extension of a previous approach in Reference [35].
Some variations of reasoning techniques and tools can be observed among the different approaches
using this methodology. Contrary to Reference [35], the approach in Reference [36] uses SWRL rules to
reason and semantically annotate railway objects (e.g., tracks, signal) in a 3D point cloud data set
instead of OWL constraints [37]. This variation of semantic technologies in the semantic methodology
mainly has an impact on the reasoning performance of the classification. However, each of them
benefits from the advantage of a classification adapted to the defined knowledge that requires only
a knowledge representation adaptation to classify new objects or process new data that would contain
other object representations. This semantic-based methodology of classification is based on a classical
segmentation processing that limits the performance of the semantic classification if the segmentation
process is not adapted to the object to detect and its representation in the knowledge base. Therefore
some approaches, such as References [38,39], combine the segmentation and classification process
simultaneously through ontology-driven approaches. The use of explicit knowledge about data, object
and algorithm in the segmentation process aims at providing adaptability in the selection of the
algorithm to segment the data and thus allows an automatic adaptation of the segmentation process.
Nevertheless, data can contain diverse representations of the same object. The variation of object
representation is due to the characteristics of the data or more precisely to its acquisition that can
impact the object representation in the data. For example, an occlusion or a variation of density
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inside the data lead to different representations of the same object. Thus, a complete and efficient
semantic process of detection requires modeling every possible representation of an object inside the
ontology to obtain an accurate object detection. The existing approaches are limited to a small set of
representation descriptions due to the complexity and the variety of representation cases. The research
work presented in this paper aims at addressing this limit by enriching the knowledge base through
automatic reasoning and learning to improve object detection.
1.2. Contributions
The contribution of this paper is to solve the adaptation issues through the use of semantic
technologies to provide an automatic detection process according to objects and data characteristics.
The presented approach adapts algorithms for every combination of specific objects and data.
This approach improves the previous approach [39] firstly by adding knowledge about data
acquisition to deduce information about data characteristics and object representation inside the
data. This knowledge aims at supporting the adaptation of the detection process to the variations of
data characteristic and object representation inside the same data. Secondly, it improves the detection
process’s flexibility through a step-by-step process that considers the algorithms’ results executed in
the previous steps, instead of creating a sequence of algorithms. These two added values provide
better flexibility and adaptability of the detection process according to data and object characteristics.
However, the flexibility and the adaptability of the process cause its efficiency to be related to the
quality of the knowledge base content, which cannot contain all possible cases and variations. That is
why this approach also makes a contribution to a self-learning step based on knowledge. This learning
uses experience provided by the detection process to enrich the knowledge according to the specificity
of the use case. This enrichment aims at improving the detection process by adapting it to the use
case. The improvement of detection process provided by these contributions is shown in Section 3.
Moreover, the results of this approach are compared to the results of other approaches, on a data set
representing a modern building, in Section 4.
2. Materials and Methods
The semantic method proposed is first presented through a system overview in Section 2.1
that explains it and shows the components of the system. Then Section 2.2 presents the knowledge
representations that drive the detection process. This knowledge describes the three main domains,
which are the algorithm, the object and the data domains. Finally, Section 2.3 explains the overall
process of knowledge-driven detection. The knowledge-driven detection process is composed of three
steps: the data processing through algorithm management, the classification and the self-learning.
2.1. System Overview
The proposed method is a semantic approach that uses knowledge domains of data, algorithm,
objects and acquisition processing to drive the detection process. A knowledge analysis engine
that allows for manipulating this knowledge is connected to a processing engine that executes
algorithms chosen by the knowledge analysis engine. The reasoning that understands the requirements
of each algorithm parameterizes the selected algorithms automatically. This processing works
step by step to provide adapted processing at each step. This specific processing depends on the
objects sought, the characteristics of the data (e.g., its content, its specific context, its acquisition
process) and the results of the executed algorithms. It takes into account algorithms inputs,
algorithms prerequisites, algorithms outputs, algorithms parameters and conditional-restrictions
of algorithms interdependencies, in order to select algorithms adapted to each step. This strategy
makes a detection process very flexible thanks to the full treatment under the regime of semantics.
Such processing that selects and parameterizes the adapted algorithms step by step results in the
execution of a sequence of algorithms specific to the processed use case. This capability of adaptation
finally leads to a robust detection process. Thanks to the defined knowledge that guides the overall
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process, the detection process can manage unexpected situations through a self-knowledge-based
learning step, which proposes a possible continuation.
Several aspects must be taken into account to design such a detection process. First, a global
process must drive the entire detection process by using explicit knowledge. Therefore, the whole
process requires techniques to formulate and use this knowledge. Next, the global process needs
algorithms to perform the processing. It must automatically assess the relevance of each algorithm to
the specific detection context to select the most appropriate algorithm to run. The use of algorithms
with knowledge requires an understanding of each algorithm’s parameter to relate a parameter value
to the value of an object or data characteristic. Then the overall process must use the relationship
between the algorithm parameters and the characteristics of the objects or data to configure the
algorithms. Moreover, the dynamic adaptation of the detection process requires the automatic execution
of algorithms and the transformation of algorithmic results into a field of knowledge. To enrich
the knowledge base, the automatic execution of algorithms and the updating of knowledge by
interpreting algorithmic results require a technical and conceptual connection between the semantic
paradigm and the algorithmic paradigm. Finally, conclusions must be drawn from the results obtained.
These conclusions should not only serve to identify elements but should also guide the detection
process to increase its effectiveness. Indeed, an analysis of these conclusions must be carried out to
draw lessons from the experience from which these conclusions were drawn.
Figure 1 shows the main components of the presented system that addresses these requirements.

Figure 1. System Overview.

The proposed system is composed of algorithm libraries containing a multitude of algorithms that
allow covering the processing of different 3D data. Each of these algorithms has a detailed description
modeled in the knowledge base stored in a triplestore.
This knowledge is used and managed through a knowledge analysis engine (KAE), which aims at
guiding the entire object detection process and adapting it to the data provided and the objects sought.
This adaptation of the detection process begins with the selection of the most relevant algorithms,
among all the algorithms available in the algorithm libraries. The estimation of this relevance
depends on the characteristics of the objects sought and the data used. The selected algorithms
are then automatically configured by KAE according to their execution context. In addition to the
characteristics of the objects sought and the data used, the context of algorithm execution depends on
the results obtained upstream from the execution of other algorithms. After the full parameterization
of an algorithm, the KAE converts the algorithm information into SPARQL queries [40] using a
SPARQL-function (similarly to the approach in Reference [41]) to call the execution of the algorithms.
An algorithm execution engine (AEE) uses information in the received SPARQL query to execute
the algorithm related to this query. It then interprets the result to be returned through the SPARQL
query to enrich the knowledge base. This enrichment then allows the KAE to reason on the new
information to draw conclusions and identify objects through classification.
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This step is followed by an analysis of the results to learn dynamically from the experience of
achieved results. This learning then allows for specifically improving knowledge about objects and
data, depending on the specific application context.
2.2. Knowledge Modeling
Knowledge is structured and modeled to guide the process of data understanding.
This knowledge is defined as a knowledge base through the semantic standard OWL2 [42] which is an
improvement on the semantic standard OWL [43]. Figure 2 shows the organization of knowledge.

Figure 2. Overview of the knowledge structure.

Reference [44] presents the requirement of the knowledge modeling for the design of the
object detection process. It is necessary to detect the geometric characteristics of the objects
(e.g., shape, surface) and their topologic relationships (e.g., distance between objects, connection,
perpendicular) in order to identify the objects that constitute the data. The detection of these
characteristics requires the use of algorithms. Algorithms are designed to identify geometries
(e.g., plane, line, sphere, segments, orientation). They provide new data (e.g., sampled data,
filtered data) or new data characteristics (e.g., segments, density).
Let us consider an algorithm designed to detect planes (such as RANSAC or the Hough
transformation) as an example. This algorithm generates segments (data parts) from data where each
segment represents a plane. Thus it allows the detection of different objects with a planar geometry
(e.g., wall, ceiling, floor, table, door). The behavior of algorithms depends mainly on the characteristics
of the data (e.g., size, density), which depend on the acquisition process. However, the acquisition
process is influenced on the one hand by the scene containing the objects to digitize (for example,
any object may occlude another) and on the other hand, by various external factors (for example,
light intensity and color, calibration of the measuring instrument, indoor or outdoor environment).
Moreover, knowledge is organized hierarchically (i.e., one element can be a subset of another).
For example, a vertical wall is a kind of wall that is a kind of object.
2.2.1. Data Knowledge
As shown in Figure 2, data is a representation of a scene, obtained through acquisition.
This acquisition process, more precisely the instruments and the methods used for the acquisition,
influences the data characteristics. In addition, elements influencing the acquisition process itself,
such as external factors and the acquired scene, transitively impact the data characteristics. The data
characteristics such as density, noise, resolution, dimension, size and occlusion comprise the specificity
of each data. Figure 3 shows the generic semantic description and the relation between any data and
its acquisition process.
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Figure 3. Semantic description of the data and of the acquisition process.

The specificity of the data has an impact on the process of understanding the data content. That is
why the characteristics of data must be considered to guide the process of understanding. The semantic
representation of the relationship between data and its acquisition process allows for inferring data
characteristics from the information of the acquisition process. Thus, information about the acquisition
process indirectly guides the process of detection through the data characteristics. Let us take a striking
example in an outdoor scene acquired by the Lidar laser scanner. This example is illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Illustration of occlusion inference.

This example shows an acquisition process by horizontal scanning (see brown arrows in Figure 4)
along a linear path (illustrated by the red arrow in Figure 4). Such acquisition process using a
Lidar laser scanner as an acquisition instrument systematically produces a local loss of information
caused by objects that occlude parts of the scene. The loss of information often translates into an
over-segmentation (the same object segmented into several parts) and detection failure during the
process of data understanding.
However, a reasoning mechanism can anticipate and compensate for this loss of local information.
In this example, the reasoning allows for inferring the location of possibly occluded areas
(highlighted by the red dotted rectangle in Figure 4) from the position of the measuring instrument
and the detection of an object (illustrated by the red rectangle in Figure 4) in the alignment of the
horizontal scan. Thus, reasoning on information about the acquisition process (acquisition method,
measuring instrument, the content of the acquired scene) allows for anticipating and locating the
occluded areas. The identification of occluded areas provides information that improves the detection
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process. For example, it allows for gathering each part of an object which was separated due to some
occlusions into the same object. It also provides essential information that influences the selection of
algorithms through relations between algorithm requirement and the characteristics of the data.
2.2.2. Object Knowledge
The understanding of data requires a description of the objects contained in the acquired scene
to facilitate the object searching and thus the data content understanding. This object description
is semantically represented inside the knowledge base. The description of object characteristics
aims at guiding the strategy of object detection. Indeed, the simpler the object shape is, the simpler
its detection strategy can be. On the contrary, objects with complex shapes require more elaborate
detection strategies.
Three main parts compose the semantic description of objects: object characteristics, its geometry
and the scene that it belongs to. They aim at facilitating the adaptation of detection strategies. Figure 5
illustrates the generic semantic description of an object.

Figure 5. Semantic description of any object.

Characteristics are the first part of the object description. These characteristics are specific to each
object and influence the process of acquisition (e.g., size, color, material). Let us take as an example the
acquisition of an indoor scene with a transparent glass table. Figure 6 shows such scene acquired with
laser scanner technologies by the company NavVis (NavVis: https://www.navvis.com/).

Figure 6. Point cloud from the company NavVis representing a room composed of glass tables
with chairs.
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The glass tray of the table presented in this figure has an insufficient density of points to allow
the detection of the table. On the contrary, the acquisition of a matt object such as chairs in Figure 6
provides a proper density of points that facilitates its detection.
The Equation (1) shows a formal logical rule that compares the characteristics (?c) of the object
(?o) with the acquisition technologies (?t) to automatically infer the density variation in a data (?d).
Moreover, an object represented with a low density means that several segments represent it after the
data segmentation. The knowledge base contains a class called SegmentsSet, defined as composed of
several similar segments (having similar characteristics). Therefore, if an object is represented with a
low density, then it is a set of segments.
Data(?d) ∧ Object(?o ) ∧ LaserScanner (?t) ∧ GlassMaterial (?c) ∧ isContainedIn(?o, ?d)∧
hasCharacteristics(?o, ?c) ∧ generates(?t, ?d) ⇒ hasLowDensityFor (?d, ?o ) ⇒ SegmentsSet(?o )

(1)

The geometries representing the objects constitute the second part of the object description.
A shape (e.g., rectangular, triangular, cubic, cylindrical, spherical, free), an orientation (e.g., vertical,
horizontal, oblique) and a surface (e.g., regular, irregular, planar, linear) are the components of the
geometry definition. Moreover, an object can be defined as a compound of several objects.
Let us continue with the example of the table to illustrate the geometry part of its semantic
description. A table is composed of one tray. A tray is a horizontal plane. This description guides
the selection of algorithms to identify objects. The object identification comes from the detection of
geometries that belongs to its description. However, the geometries of an object may not be sufficient
to differentiate objects (cf. the same geometrical definition of ceiling and floor presented in Table 1 of
the Section 3.2) or to detect objects whose points’ density does not allow the detection of the geometry
(e.g., the glass table in Figure 6). That is why the object description requires a third description part,
which is the scene description.
The scene description is composed of two aspects: the topological links between objects
(e.g., parallel, perpendicular, in contact, on, inside, next to, above, below, surrounding) and the context
in which they are found (e.g., outside, inside, street, modern building, archaeological excavation).
Topological links facilitate the object detection by providing further information to classify it or
by deducing the position of an object through the detection of another. Let us take as an example the
topological relationship between a table and chairs in the use case presented in Figure 6. A table is
described as surrounded by chairs. The property surround of an object by a set of objects is further
defined through a relationship between their shapes. As shown in Equation (2), the definition of the
surround property applied to this case of tables say that “a table (?t) is surrounded by a set of chairs
(?cs)” is equivalent to says that “the shape (?st ) of the table (?t) overlaps the shape (?scs ) built from the
set of chairs (?cs)”.
Table(?t) ∧ ChairsSet(?cs) ∧ surround(?cs, ?t) ⇔
Shape(?st ) ∧ shapeO f (?st , ?t) ∧ Shape(?scs ) ∧ shapeO f (?scs , ?cs) ∧ overlaps(?st , ?scs )

(2)

Thus in the context illustrated in Figure 6, this topological information can be used to infer the
position of the table and facilitate its detection. The context of the scene can influence the geometry
and other characteristics of an object. That is why linking the semantic object description to a scene
context supports the detection process to search the geometry adapted to the context.
Let us take as an example two different geometries of tables. The first geometry of a table defined
as a working table is associated with a scene context of working rooms. It corresponds to the context
shows in Figure 6. The working table is described as a table composed of a specific tray that has a
rectangular shape. The second geometry of a table defined as round table is associated with a context
of lounge rooms. The round table is described as a table composed of a specific tray that has a circular
shape. Both these specific descriptions of table respect the general semantic description of a table
presented in Section 2.2.2. Figure 7 illustrates this difference of geometry linked to a specific context.
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Figure 7. Illustration of two tables having a different shape of tray in two different contexts.

Thanks to such definitions of these two specific tables, the system can adapt the detection process
according to the table definition corresponding to the scene represented in the data processed.
2.2.3. Algorithm
Algorithms are the components that perform the process of object detection. They aim at providing
data or data characteristics that give information contributing to detecting geometries and objects
contained in the data. Therefore the semantic description of an algorithm defines an algorithm as
generating data, detecting objects and being adapted to geometries. This generic semantic description
of any algorithm is presented in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Semantic description of the algorithm.

In the process of algorithm selection, the relevance of an algorithm to detect objects is estimated
according to the semantic description of each algorithm. This relevance is defined through a link
“is suitable” between algorithms and the geometries of the objects.
Algorithms can also have data prerequisites and can produce data characteristics.
Therefore, some algorithms satisfy the prerequisites of other algorithms by producing data
characteristics required by others. The inference process automatically creates such relationship
(shown by the dotted arrow in Figure 8) that makes these algorithms interdependent. Let us take the
example of the segmentation algorithm by normal; this algorithm requires a point cloud with a normal
estimated for each point. The algorithm of normal estimation estimates the normal of each point and
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thus produces a point cloud with estimated normals. Therefore the normal estimation algorithm
satisfies the prerequisite of the normal segmentation algorithm. That is why the inference process
deduces the interdependency relationship between normal estimation and normal segmentation
algorithms that allows them to be combined during the detection process. Some algorithms also
require parameters, whose value influences the algorithm result. The role of a parameter is generally to
configure mathematical functions or to define a threshold. That is why parameters are mainly primitive
values like integers or doubles. The choice of these values by experts depends on the characteristics of
data and objects. That is why the choice of parameter values in this methodology is defined through an
equation, whose computation depends on elements from object and data descriptions. These elements
can be characteristics or geometries of an object but also data characteristics, including factors related
to the acquisition process that impact the data. For example, the radius parameter of the normal region
growing is computed through an equation that depends on the data resolution.
2.3. Knowledge-Driven Object Detection
The detection of objects and geometries in the data is entirely knowledge-driven to provide
knowledge that is then analyzed in a learning phase to generate new and more accurate knowledge
about the application case, thus improving the effectiveness of detection. Figure 9 shows an overview
of a facade detection process in an urban point cloud.

Figure 9. Overview of an example of facade detection process.

Data processing is performed using algorithms (illustrated by the blue arrow in Figure 9).
These algorithms must be selected, configured and combined (shown under the blue box in Figure 9)
according to the application case (e.g., acquisition context, objects sought) and the prerequisites of each
algorithm (e.g., low noise, high density, estimated normal).
Let us take the example of a facade defined as a planar surface perpendicular to the ground
with a height of at least 12 m. The detection of this facade requires algorithms for plane detection,
size estimation and topological link assessment (e.g., parallel, perpendicular). These algorithms
may have prerequisites such as normal estimation or whether the data is small in size or not noisy.
Thus other algorithms such as normal estimation, denoising and, sampling algorithms must be
combined in a sequence to satisfy the needs of some selected algorithms in some cases.
The results provided by each executed algorithm are analyzed and correlated with each other
(shown by orange frames in Figure 9) to identify objects and geometries in the data (shown by the
red arrow in Figure 9). In this case, the analysis and correlation of algorithm results allow identifying
ground (in green) and some facades (in red). The management of algorithms and the interpretation
of results are entirely driven by reasoning. This reasoning is based on the knowledge presented
in Section 2.2.
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However, it is not possible to formulate the knowledge in such a way as to describe all possible
cases. In the case illustrated in Figure 9, parts of the facades are not detected because the information
on these parts (height less than 12 m, not connected to the ground) differs from the knowledge of
the facades (height greater than 12 m and perpendicular to the ground). The discrepancy between
the information collected and the knowledge at the preliminary stage may be due to multiple factors
(e.g., sensitivity of the acquisition instrument, acquisition condition, insufficient light, objects too far
away). Consequently, the knowledge needs to be adjusted according to the application case and the
information computed.
Knowledge adaptation requires understanding how objects are represented in the data to
anticipate possible variations and to compensate for the discrepancy between the information obtained
and the knowledge. Understanding the representation of objects and geometries (“learning” frame
in Figure 9), requires analyzing the objects and geometry detected to formulate hypotheses on the
characteristics, allowing them to be better identified.
In the case presented by Figure 9, the analysis of the detected facades allows the inference that
facades can have a height between 10 and 13 m and that they may not be connected to the ground,
which has discontinuities (areas without ground). This new knowledge is integrated into prior
knowledge and allows the behavior of the detection process to be changed. The detection strategy
becomes specialized for the application case, which leads to better results (shown by the purple arrow
in Figure 9).
2.3.1. Algorithm Management
The management of algorithms is carried out through reasoning on global knowledge as explained
in Reference [45].
This reasoning aims firstly at automatically selecting the algorithms the most adapted to the
processed use case. Next, it configures the selected algorithms according to the description of data and
objects corresponding to the use case. Finally, it executes configured algorithms and retrieves their
result to integrate them into the knowledge base.
The selection of the most adapted algorithms is applied through three steps. The first step
consists of selecting algorithms that allow the detection of either objects or characteristics of objects
present in the processed data and modeled into the knowledge base. The second step is to add
algorithms which capable of working on the processed data to the previous selection. In the third
step, algorithms producing data or characteristics that satisfy prerequisites of the previously selected
algorithm are added to the set of selected algorithms,. The set of selected algorithms resulting from
these three steps is analyzed to filter only algorithms whose prerequisites are satisfied. This set of
selected algorithms with prerequisites satisfied is then configurated and executed. The configuration
of each algorithm is done by first setting its inputs, then adjusting its parameters.
Data is assigned as an input of an algorithm if and only if it has all the characteristics defined
as a prerequisite by the algorithm. For example, a color segmentation algorithm requires that the
data be colored, so only data with the characteristic of being “colored” will be assigned as input to
the algorithm.
The parameters of the algorithms determine their behavior. The parameter values of each
algorithm are calculated using equations defined in the semantic description of the algorithm.
These equations match characteristics of the objects or geometries for which algorithms are preferable
with the characteristics of the data that the algorithms take as input. Thus the parameter values of
each algorithm are adapted to the data and the objects or geometries sought.
Then the configured algorithms are executed through the SPARQL function call. Semantic values
(e.g., xsd:string, xsd:double, xsd:int) are converted to algorithmic values (e.g., string, double, int) and
the algorithm is instantiated, configured and executed dynamically. The results of the algorithms are
then converted into the semantic paradigm and incorporated into existing knowledge.
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For example, an estimated normals segmentation algorithm produces as knowledge segments
whose orientation is homogeneous. The homogeneity threshold of the segments is defined according
to the parameters of the algorithm. It is thus adapted to the characteristics of the data (e.g., density,
resolution) and the characteristics of the objects (e.g., volume, size, roughness).
2.3.2. Classification
The result of executed algorithms provides further information about the data and its content
that support the detection of objects and geometries. Their adding to the knowledge base enriches it,
allowing further reasoning and information deduction to pursue the detection process.
The semantic descriptions of objects allow for identifying the class of a segment. The reasoning
compares the segment characteristics to each object description (characteristics, geometry and scene)
to identify the object descriptions that correspond to the segment characteristics.
The classification process uses the characteristics and geometries of the object description first.
The description of characteristics and geometries of an object is translated into a logical rule, used to
classify segments.
Let us pursue the example of the class called “Table.” This table class is composed of a horizontal
plane. It also has characteristics, which are an area greater than 0.5 m2 and a height between 30
m and 70 m. The following description in Listing 1 corresponds to the “Table” definition in the
Manchester syntax:
1
2
3
4
5
6

Table:
(Object or SegmentsSet)
and (isComposedOf exactly 1
(Plane and (hasOrientation only Horizontal))
and (hasArea exactly 1 xsd:double [> 0.5])
and (hasHeight exactly 1 xsd:double [> 30, < 70]))\vspace{6pt}

Listing 1: Example of Table modeling in the Manchester syntax.
The following logical rule is the translation result of the above “Table” description:

(Segment(?s) ∨ SegmentsSet(?s)) ∧ isComposedO f (?s, ?c) ∧ Plane(?c) ∧ hasOrientation(?c, ?o )∧
Horizontal (?o ) ∧ hasHeight(?c, ?h) ∧ between(?h, 30, 70) ∧ hasArea(?c, ?a)∧

(3)

GreaterThan(?a, 0.5) ⇒ Table(?c)
All segments satisfying the rule above are identified as a table. However, although the geometries
and characteristics of object description can be adapted to different contexts (as explained in
Section 2.2.2), they are not always sufficient to detect objects as shown by the use case of Figure 6.
Indeed, in this use case, the glass material of the table produces a representation with a
low density of points inside the data. During the detection process, this low density produces
an over-segmentation of tables. It means a table is represented by several segments, rather than
a single segment. Thus, during the step of classification by geometry and characteristics, such
over-segmentation of tables leads to only two segments representing a part of a table satisfying
the Equation (3). Therefore, only two segments are classified as a table (on a total of eight tables)
and these segments do not adequately represent a table. This use case shows that the detection of an
object represented by a low density of points in the data and whose detection process only takes into
account its geometry and characteristics obtains a low and inaccurate result of the detection. That is
why this methodology also uses topological relationships to improve the classification.
The topology-based classification uses the topological relationship between segments to classify
them. Similar to the previous classification, the topological descriptions of objects are translated into
a logical rule. Thus a segment is classified into an object class if and only if the segment satisfies all
the topological relationships of a given object class. Let us pursue the example of the topological
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relationship of a “Table.” The definition of the “surround” property results in the creation of the logic
rule shown by the Equation (4).
Segment(?s) ∧ ChairsSet(?cs) ∧ Shape(?scs ) ∧ shapeO f (?scs , ?cs)

∧overlaps(?s, ?scs ) ⇒ surround(?cs, ?s)

(4)

Thanks to the identification of segments that are surrounded by chairs, the process can create
segment sets composed of segments that have some characteristics of a table (e.g., horizontal plane,
height between 30 cm and 70 cm, surrounded by the same chair set). Then sets that satisfy the
Equation (3) are classified as a table.
Figure 10 shows steps to detect tables thanks to the topological relationship between a table
and chairs. First the process detects chairs. The result of the chair detection is shown in Figure 10a.
Secondly, an algorithm creates an energy minimalization graph gathering chairs into sets, as illustrated
in Figure 10b. Finally, the detection process searches segments that overlap the chair graphs to classify
these segments as tables. The result of this classification is presented in Figure 10c.
This application case shows the role of topological links in locating objects when the acquisition
conditions are not optimal. Moreover, it also illustrates that the study of the topological relationships
allows for identifying objects that are composed of several objects.

(a) Results of chairs detection in red.

(b) Graph of chairs sets in green.
Figure 10. Cont.
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(b) Results of table detection in blue.
Figure 10. Steps for tables detection using topologic relationship between tables and chairs.

Let us take another example in a completely different use case to illustrate the role of topological
relationship in the management of occlusions due to the acquisition process. Figure 11a shows a use
case of wall detection, where occlusions during the acquisition process lead to dividing the same
wall into several segments, identified as independent walls by the first steps of the detection process
(as shown in Figure 11b).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 11. Detection of a wall from occluded areas (a single color is assigned to each detected wall).
(a) Example of recomposition of a wall divided into several parts, using occlusion deduction (in red)
and topological link of building (in green); (b) Wall detection before the inference on the occluded areas;
(c) Wall detection after the inference that allows for unifying segments.
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In this use case, the occlusions are generated by trees. Thanks to knowledge about the acquisition
process and the detection of trees, the system is able to predict the presence of occlusions (illustrated in
red in Figure 11a). The information about occlusions is inferred into the knowledge base, by creating a
topological “occlusion” relationship (illustrated in green in Figure 11a) between elements separated by
an occlusion. Thus by specifying in the knowledge base that two walls having the same geometry and
having a relationship of connection or occlusion are a single wall, it allows the gathering of several
walls into a single wall (as shown in Figure 11c).
Despite the definition and classification according to geometries, characteristics and topologies of
objects, some objects still not detected due to, on the one hand, a difference between the representation
inside the data and the semantic description of the object and on the other hand, insufficient description
of topological relationships. That is why this methodology is also composed of a self-learning step
based on knowledge.
2.3.3. Self-Knowledge-Based Learning
Self-knowledge-based learning aims at improving the detection process through new knowledge
generation or compensation of any deviation between the semantic description of an object and its
representation inside the data. This learning uses the experience gained from the first detection process
to generate or adapt to global knowledge. This experience corresponds to new knowledge coming
from the study of the results obtained in each application case. This new knowledge specific to each
application case provides information to guide the detection process more precisely than the general
knowledge previously used. This knowledge that is more adapted to the application case improves
the detection process by selecting and configuring more adapted algorithms and by refining the
classification through object definitions more specific to the processed use case.
The inference of new knowledge (e.g., new relationships between objects) or the updating of
knowledge (e.g., modification of object geometries) requires the understanding of the structure of the
data. The analysis of classification results and information extracted by algorithms must be smart in
order to improve the knowledge base efficiently, and thus the detection process, and not regress them.
That is why this methodology uses a self-knowledge-based learning system that consists of three
steps. The first step consists of enriching the knowledge base with new information about the detected
objects. The second step analyzes information common to the same class to formulate new hypotheses
on the data structure. The third step checks the consistency of the hypothesis on the processed use
case, either to integrate the validated hypotheses in the form of knowledge or to reformulate the
invalidated hypotheses.
2.3.3.1. Step 1: Knowledge Enrichment
The enrichment of knowledge aims at identifying new geometries, characteristics of objects and
topological relationships between objects to add them to the knowledge base as specific knowledge
about the use case. This enrichment requires a diversity of algorithms to identify topological
relationships, extract characteristics and geometries. Thus the more algorithms there are and the more
diverse capacities algorithms provide, the more the knowledge base can be enriched. The enrichment
comes through generation of queries that request algorithm execution to add segment characteristics,
which are not yet present in their semantic description. Let us continue to the example of table detection
(cf. Figure 6). The application of the methodology without learning step results in the detection of
seven tables among eight. Figure 12 highlights the undetected table in an orange rectangle.
Tables have been identified (in blue in Figure 12) thanks to their topological relationship with
chairs. The undetected table (encompassed in orange in Figure 12) is not surrounded by enough chairs
to detect it through its relationship with chairs. Despite this topological relationship between table
and chairs, there is no topological relationship described between tables. Therefore, the enrichment
of knowledge searches to identify further information characterizing the relations between tables.
Thus executed algorithms allow for computed distances between each table and their relationship
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(e.g., aligned, parallel) from each other but also their dimension (e.g., width, height, length). Then this
information of distance and position between tables is added to the knowledge base to be analyzed.

Figure 12. Example of a table that was not detected, highlighted in orange rectangle, after the
classifications using geometry, topology and characteristics.

2.3.3.2. Step 2: Hypothesis Formulation
The analysis of characteristics common to segments representing the same object type
(e.g., segments or sets of segments representing tables) aims at formulating hypotheses automatically.
This formulation of hypothesis identifies and gathers the common points characterizing segments of
the same object type and does so for each object type.
Let us take the previous example illustrated by Figure 12. In this use case, tables are aligned with
another table (relation according to orientation north-south in Figure 13, for example, A is aligned with
D) and parallel to other tables (relation according to orientation west-east in Figure 13, for example, A
is parallel to B).

Figure 13. Illustration of topological relationships between tables.
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The characteristics estimated from the previous step aims at grouping objects with the same
characteristics into subsets of an object type (e.g., “tables aligned with a table,” “tables parallel to a
table”). Grouping similar elements into a subset is applied through an aggregation rule using the
characteristics that characterize the subset. This rule identifies elements having the characteristics to
belong to the subset. Characteristics are divided between numerical (e.g., distance, height) and
non-numerical (e.g., parallel, aligned) characteristics. The aggregation rule of groups based on
non-numerical characteristics uses a relationship property corresponding to the characteristic.
In the previous example, let us call the group based on the alignment criterion “AlignedWithTable.”
The following aggregation rule creates this group:
Segment(?s) ∧ Table(?t) ∧ alignedWith(?s, ?t) ⇒ AlignedWithTable(?s)

(5)

This rule gathers all segments having a relationship “aligned with” to an object identified as a
table, into this group. Similarly, the following aggregation rule (6) gathers elements parallel to a table
into the group called “ParallelToTable.”
Segment(?s) ∧ Table(?t) ∧ parallelTo (?s, ?t) ⇒ ParallelToTable(?s)

(6)

The aggregation rules of groups based on numerical characteristics use an interval of values.
The value interval aims at providing more flexibility than an average value to assess the integration
of an element according to its characteristic value. This value interval is computed through a
statistical study of all values representing the characteristic, whose interval is searched. Each studied
characteristic does not characterize all elements representing an object type but only a subset of an
object type. Likewise, each value interval representing a studied characteristic characterizes only
a subset of an object type. That is why it is calculated according to a confidence interval [46] from
a set of value samples. Thus, the interval gives a confidence level. This level corresponds to the
percentage of the proportion that the sample represents according to the complete set (e.g., 99%, 75%).
The Equation (7) defines the confidence interval with x̄ the values mean, δ the standard deviation,
η the number of values and tα the confidence coefficient.


δ
δ
Ic = x̄ − tα √ ; x̄ + tα √
η
η


(7)

Let us pursue the previous example on the proximity criterion between the nearest parallel tables.
The group gathered according to this criterion is called “NearParallelTable” and is characterized by
a value interval representing the shortest distance between two parallel tables. Thus the shortest
distances between parallel tables provide a set of values used to calculate the confidence interval.
In this example, the calculated confidence interval is [1.45;1.89]. It means that a segment belongs to this
group if it has a distance value with a segment identified as a parallel table between 1.45 m and 1.89 m.
Similarly, the height, width and length of tables and the shortest distance between aligned tables are
each used as a criterion to apply the same process and create groups of “TableHeight,” “TableWidth,”
“TableLength,” “NearAllignedTable,” respectively. These groups are used to formulate a hypothesis on
characteristics relevant to characterize the object type in the sense that it improves the detection of
objects belonging to this type. Thus all segments belonging to all groups used in the hypothesis are
classified as belonging to the object type targeted by the hypothesis. Let us pursue the example of table
detection by considering the hypothesis that a table is a segment that belongs to “NearParallelTable,”
“NearAllignedTable” “ParallelToTable” and “AlignedWithTable” groups. A logical rule represents the
hypothesis. The hypothesis rule corresponding to this example combines four groups and is described
by the Equation (8).
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(8)

The combination of groups to formulate a hypothesis allows for formulating some complex
hypotheses. The more groups are used in a hypothesis; the more specialized the hypothesis is.
A too-specific hypothesis has the risk of not finding other segments classified other than the beginning
set. Conversely, a too-general hypothesis would not use enough groups to characterize an object type
and would be invalidated by creating inconsistency according to the first classification. That is why
the improvement of identification requires formulating hypotheses according to a hierarchical order.
The hierarchical order consists in the beginning of the formulation of general hypotheses using a single
group. Then it consists of adding another group to specify further the hypothesis that was invalid
because it was too general.
2.3.3.3. Step 3: Hypothesis Verification
This approach of object detection is driven by knowledge. Thus, the new knowledge produced
by the formulation of hypotheses impacts the behavior of the detection process for each considered
use case. An impact can be positive by improving the detection process or negative by regressing its
quality in the case of an incorrect hypothesis. That is why the hypotheses must be verified to warrant
the improvement of the detection process or at least be of equivalent quality.
Such verification requires the measuring of the consequences of the knowledge change or adding
on the object detection results. The measurement of consequences is performed by comparing results
obtained before and after the integration of the hypothetical knowledge.
A hypothesis is validated if and only if the results obtained after the integration of the hypothetical
knowledge do not cause any inconsistency with previously obtained results. Knowledge modeled
through constraints and logical rules, and checking the hypothesis validation, is equivalent to checking
the consistency of the knowledge base (as explained in the approach in Reference [47]).
Let us continue with the example used in the Section 2.3.3.2 and illustrated in Figure 13. In this
example, several groups as “ParallelToTable,” “NearParallelTable” and “TableHeight” are used for
hypothesis formulation. By considering the first hypothesis using only “ParallelToTable” and the
second hypothesis using “ParallelToTable” combined with “NearParallelTable,” some segments
previously classified as a chair are classified as a table after these two hypotheses. As each object type
is defined as disjointed from other object types that are not a specification of this type, a segment
classified both as a chair and as a table creates an inconsistency inside the knowledge base. Therefore,
results obtained by an invalidated hypothesis are removed and a new hypothesis is reformulated.
By following the principle of the group adding to reformulate a more specific hypothesis until
finding a consistent result of hypothesis or no more possible hypotheses (cf. Section 2.3.3.2), the third
hypothesis formulated adds the group “TableHeight” to the two previous ones. In this example,
the reformulated assumption using the three groups of characteristics allows for the identification of
segments belonging to the eighth table that was not previously detected (surrounded in orange in
Figure 12) without inconsistency. The learning process based on the adding of new knowledge specific
to the processed use case allows for improving the robustness and the quality of the object detection
process, as shown by the result of table detection after learning in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. Result of table detection after learning.

3. Results
This section presents a use case to illustrate the processing of the proposed solution. The results
obtained in this use case aim at being compared with other approaches in Section 4. This use case is
based on a test data set prepared for semantic scene understanding. This data set is a vast point cloud
(more than 22 million points) of a “modern” building, as shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15. Illustration of a building area of Stanford point cloud.

The data is slightly noisy, dense, colorful and composed of regular shapes, which means it has a
low roughness value. However, this data set contains many discontinuities, mainly for walls and floor
due to their occlusions by elements inside rooms. Moreover, some parts of the walls are missing when
the walls are composed of windows or reflective surfaces. The use case focuses on the detection of
rooms, allowing to compare the results with two other strategies. This use case requires the knowledge
base to contain the knowledge specific to the use case. This definition of knowledge follows the needs of
the example and the structure explained in Section 2.2. The defined knowledge allows for selecting the
appropriate algorithms to detect the elements according to the specificity of this example, as explained
in Section 2.3.1. Based on this selection, the processing continues by following the detection process
explained in Section 2.3. It identifies each element required to detect the objects sought.
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The objective of this section is not to be exhaustive (i.e., to give all steps followed by the process)
but instead to give a summarized view of the most generic steps of the proposed approach. For the
application case studied here, only six data characteristics are sufficient and necessary: density,
resolution, size, dimension (e.g., 2D, 3D), occlusion and noise. Some of these characteristics are more
decisive than others. In particular, the occlusion, noise and density characteristics, which have a
significant influence on the choice and configuration of algorithms. Besides, these characteristics often
vary within the same dataset. For example, one portion of the data may be very dense and low-noise,
while another portion may be low-density and high-noise. This information can be defined by the user
but is mainly inferred from acquisition knowledge. In other cases of application, other characteristics
must be taken into account.
3.1. Object Modeling
In the approach presented, all the elements that compose the data are defined as “objects.”
The knowledge of each of these objects must be modeled, as explained in Section 2.2.2. Object modeling
first describes for each object the specific characteristics of the object that can influence the acquisition
of data (e.g., roughness, color, materials, height, length, width). Secondly, it describes the characteristics
that a segment (a portion of data) must have to be classified in this type.
Let us take the example of modeling knowledge about the floor and walls (i.e., portions of data
having a specific particularity). The geometry of the walls corresponds to a vertical planar surface.
They have the specific characteristic of having a height greater than 2 m. Finally, their topological
characteristics are to be perpendicular to the floor and to be in contact (“is connected to”) with at least
one other wall. Their semantic description in OWL2 under the Manchester syntax is described in
Listing 2.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Wall:
Object that
(hasGeometry some (Plane
and (hasHeight exactly 1
and (isPerpendicular min
and (isConnectedTo min 1

and hasOrientation only Vertical) )
xsd:double [>2.0])
1 Floor)
Wall)

Listing 2: Example of Wall modeling.
Similarly, the geometry of the floors corresponds to a horizontal planar surface. Their specific
characteristic is that they have a surface area greater than . Finally, their topological characteristics are
that they can be perpendicular to walls and parallel to the ceiling. Their semantic description in OWL2
under the Manchester syntax is described in Listing 3.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Floor:
Object that
(hasGeometry some (Plane and hasOrientation only Horizontal) )
and (hasSurface exactly 1 xsd:double [>1.0])
and (isPerpendicular some Wall)
and (isParallel some Ceiling)

Listing 3: Example of Floor modeling.
Objects can also be defined as being composed of several other objects. For example, a room is
defined as a floor parallel to a ceiling and both are connected to at least three common walls. The more
precise the description of objects is, the better their detections are. However, the representation of
objects in the data is influenced by multiple factors (e.g., context, light, instrument, acquisition method)
and can therefore be very diverse. Consequently, it is not possible to model the knowledge of objects
in such a way as to describe all possible representations of objects. Thus, it is necessary to understand
and model the reasons that cause these various representations of objects. That is why knowledge
about the factors that influence the object characteristics must be also described using logical rules and
queries that allow deducing the different possible representations of objects or to delimit the search
field of this type of object as explained in Section 2.2.1.
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3.2. Processing
This section presents the results produced for the main detection process steps on the studied use
case for room detection. Since rooms are defined as consisting of floor, wall and ceiling, these three
types of objects are the main objects to be detected to identify rooms. The generic description logic of
these three types of objects is summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Summary of the wall, floor and ceiling characteristics (“NC” means unknown).
Object

Geometry

Orientation

Height

Area

Topology

Wall
Floor
Ceiling

Plane
Plane
Plane

Vertical
Horizontal
Horizontal

≥2 m
NC
NC

NC
≥1 m
≥1 m

⊥ f loor and connected to walls
under walls
upper walls

3.2.1. Algorithms Selection And Configuration
It is necessary to process the data and identify objects, to automatically select, configure and
execute the algorithms most suitable for the application case considered (as explained in Section 2.3.1).
Figure 16 shows the execution graph of the selected algorithms for the application case studied.

Figure 16. Execution graph of the selected algorithms for the application case.

The three objects, walls, ceilings and floors, have a geometry described by an orientation
(vertical or horizontal). This orientation requires that the normal at every point be assessed.
The relevance of the algorithms is determined according to the characteristics of the objects being
searched, the data used and the prerequisites of the algorithms (as explained in the Equation (9)).
Algorithm(?a) ∧ Object(?o ) ∧ Characteristics(?c)∧
hasCharacteristics(?o, ?c) ∧ ( produces(?a, ?c) ∨ produces(?a, ?o ))

(9)

⇒ isSuitableFor (?a, ?o )
The Equation (9) specifies that if an object (?o) has a characteristic (?c) and an algorithm (?a)
produces such characteristic (?c) or produces the object (?o) itself, then it (?a) is suitable for the object
(?o). Moreover, if the algorithm (?a) has a specific prerequisite or input (?p) and another algorithm
(?b) satisfies such prerequisite (?p), then the latter algorithm (?b) is suitable for the first algorithm (?a)
(as explained in the Equation (10)).
Algorithm(?a) ∧ Algorithm(?b) ∧ Object(?o )∧
isSuitableFor (?a, ?o )∧

(hasPrerequisit(?a, ?p) ∨ hasInput(?a, ?p)) ∧ ( produces(?b, ?p)
⇒ isSuitableFor (?b, ?a)

(10)
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Furthermore, the “suitable” property is transitive, meaning that if one algorithm (?b) is suitable
for another algorithm (?a) that is suitable for the object (?o), then the algorithm (?b) is suitable for (?o)
by transitivity. These equations work on the description logics of the algorithms.
In the case studied, the characteristics of the objects sought (walls, floors and ceiling) are: planes,
normals (horizontal and vertical), height and area (as shown in the Table 1), as well as the parallelism
relationship (between ceilings and floors), the perpendicular relationship (between walls and floors
or ceilings) and other topological relationships (such as upper, under). The selection of algorithms
according to the characteristics of the objects is summarized in Table 2.
Table 2. Summary of the matching between algorithms and characteristics detected by these algorithms.
Algorithms

Characteristic

RANSAC
Normal Estimation
GetHeight
GetArea
GetParallel
GetPerpendicular
GetUpper
GetUnder

Plane
Normal
Height
Area
Parallel
Perpendicular
Upper
Under

Among these algorithms, only the “Normal Estimation” algorithm works on a complete point
cloud. The other algorithms work on segments that are only part of a point cloud. Therefore, the first
algorithm executed is the algorithm (“Normal Estimation”) (as shown in Figure 16). The other
algorithms require segments. The algorithm requirements are highlighted by the properties
“hasPrerequisite” and “worksOn” in the description logic of each algorithm. For example,
the description logic of the “RANSAC” algorithm states that the algorithm requires segments by
the “worksOn” property (as shown in the Listing 4).
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

RANSAC:
Algorithm
and (worksOn some (Segment) )
and (hasParameter exactly 1 Tolerance)
and (hasParameter exactly 1 IterationNumber)
and (generates some (Plane that comesfrom exactly 1 Segment
and hasFeature exactly 1 Precision)

Listing 4: RANSAC algorithm modeling in Manchester syntax.
Segmentation algorithms divide data into segments. Thus, the Equation (10) defines
segmentation algorithms as suitable for the “RANSAC” algorithm and other algorithms (“GetHeight,”
“GetArea,”“GetPerpendicular,” “GetParallel ,” “GetUpper” and “GetUnder”). Among the different
segmentation algorithms, “Normal Region Growing” is selected for its fit with the orientation
characteristics of the objects sought. Therefore “Normal Region Growing” is selected, as shown in
Figure 16. Nevertheless, this algorithm needs to be applied to small data. It cannot, therefore, be applied
to the original data of the use case, which is too large (several million points).
This means the original data must be reduced before applying the “Normal Region Growing”
algorithm. Thus, the “Sampling” algorithm satisfies the prerequisite of the “Normal Region Growing”
algorithm by reducing the size of the data. The configuration of this algorithm depends on the
minimum size of the objects to be detected. In this case, its execution depends on the size of the walls,
ceilings and floors.
Walls, floors and ceilings are defined as having a single orientation (vertical for walls and
horizontal for floors and ceilings). Based on this information, the detection process executes a “Normal
filtering” as shown in Figure 16. Indeed, this algorithm satisfies the specific prerequisite of the vertical
or horizontal orientation of the planes that compose the walls, floors and ceilings. This algorithm aims
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at filtering the data according to the orientation of the objects being searched. It allows for identifying
the areas of point clouds to search for an object. These areas are identified by configuring the algorithm
with the orientation of the objects sought to retrieve data having only points which have the orientation
sought. Figure 17 presents the results of these algorithms according to each orientation characteristic.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 17. Results of the main algorithm. (a) Results of the sampling algorithm; (b) Results of
the horizontal filtering algorithm; (c) Results of the vertical filtering algorithm; (d) Results of the
segmentation applied on the horizontal filtered data; (e) Results of the segmentation applied on the
vertical filtered data.

The semantic description of walls, floors and ceilings defines them through a planar geometric
shape. The identification of such geometry for the detection of these objects requires the execution of a
plane detection algorithm. Finally, the object detection requires the execution of algorithms to estimate
object characteristics (e.g., height, width, length, volume) and topological relationships (e.g., distance,
perpendicular, in contact) that characterize segments. Thus the reasoning process configures and
executes these algorithms. The results of these algorithms are interpreted to add the knowledge that
they provide on segments into the knowledge base. Figure 18 illustrates an example of knowledge
about a segment obtained from the data understanding.
The classification process presented in the next section is based on this knowledge about data
segments to classify them as objects.
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Figure 18. Example of knowledge about a segment and its corresponding view in the data.

3.2.2. Classification
The use of OWL2 to define the knowledge allows for classifying segments as an object or geometry
type through logical reasoning. Constraints that specify their characteristics define object and geometry
types. Thus a segment is classified in the type when it satisfies the constraints. The satisfaction of a
constraint type means the segment has all characteristics that characterize this type.
Such classification is carried out by translating the description logics (mainly the “class construct”
part) of objects into a rule of inference. For example, the description logic of a wall is presented in
listing 2 and translated into the rule of inference presented by the Equation (11). This translation is
carried out by an automatic process whose pseudo-code is shown by the Listing 5.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

v := 0;
occ:= the class construct to be translated
query := "CONSTRUCT { ?ind rdf:type <" + this.origin.getURI() + "> . ";
where := "";
foreach restriction of occ
property := property of occ;
resource := resource of occ;
if restriction = owl:hasValue
where += "?ind <" + property+ "> <" + resource + "> . ";
else
v++;
if restriction := owl:Datatype
where += "?ind <" + property.getURI() + "> ?v" + v + " . ";
where += "FILTER (?v";
if property = MIN INCLUSIVE
where += ">="
else
if property = MAX INCLUSIVE
where += "<="
...
where +=")";
else
if restriction := owl:allValueFrom
where += "?ind <" + property + "> ?v" + v + " . ";
where += "?v" + v + " rdf:type <" + resource + "> . ";
else if restriction := owl:someValueFrom
where += "OPTIONAL{ ?ind <" + property + "> ?v" + v + " . ";
where += "?v" + v + " rdf:type <" + resource + "> . }";
...

29
30
31

query += "} WHERE { " + where + " }";
return query;

Listing 5: Pseudo-code of the automatic translation of “class construct” into “rule of inference”.
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Thus, walls are classified in the studied use case, by the rule shown in the Equation (11).
Segment(?s) ∧ hasHeight(?s, ?h) ∧ greaterThan(?h, 2)∧
Plane(?p) ∧ isVertical (?p) ∧ hasGeometries(?s, ?p)∧

(Wall (?w) ∧ connected(?s, ?w) ∨ (
Segment(?s2) ∧ hasHeight(?s2, ?h2) ∧ greaterThan(?h2, 2)∧

(11)

Plane(?p2) ∧ isVertical (?p2) ∧ hasGeometries(?s2, ?p2)

∧connected(?s, ?s2)))
∧ Floor (?g) ∧ perpendicular (?g, ?s) ⇒ Wall (?s)
This rule states the geometry, the characteristics and topological relationship that a segment
(?s) have to be classified as a wall. It must have a vertical plane (?p) and a height (?h) of at least
2 m. In addition to this geometry and characteristic, it must satisfy the two following topological
relationships. The first topological relationship is to be connected to at least one wall (?w) or to another
segment (?s2) having the geometry of a wall (?p2 and ?h2). The second topological relationship is to
be perpendicular to at least one segment classified as a floor (?g) or having the geometry of a floor.
The last part of the second topological relationship (“or having the geometry of a floor”) does not
appear in the rule above to facilitate its understanding.
Similar rules based on knowledge allow the classification of floors and ceilings. Figure 19
illustrates the result of floor, wall and ceiling classification.

Figure 19. Classification of floors in green, walls in blue and ceilings in red.

A room is described in the knowledge base as composed of a floor connected to at least three
walls. Figure 20 shows the results of the room classification.

Figure 20. Results of the rooms classification

Rooms are not well-segmented due to the derivation between the general knowledge used for
driving the detection process and the information of this specific application case. Therefore it is
necessary to adapt general knowledge to the specificity of the application case. This adaptation is
automatically carried out by the self-knowledge-based learning process.
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3.3. Self-Knowledge-Based Learning
The classification step allows for identifying a majority of objects inside the data. The self-learning
process begins by finding all possible characteristics of segments classified using available algorithms
for characteristic extraction (cf. Section 2.3.3). It uses these new characteristics to make hypotheses of
the better object type definition. The validated hypotheses enrich the knowledge base and improve the
detection process. During the enrichment of the self-learning on this use case, the knowledge base is
enriched by the topological relationship of parallelism between walls and the distance that separates
them from each other. The self-knowledge-based learning process then brings together recurring and
common characteristics of a set of objects of the same type to formulate hypotheses.
Thus, groups of walls have as recurring characteristics having the same length or width,
being parallel to each other and being connected to the same wall. The hypothesis shows in the
Equation (12), represented as a logical rule and is therefore automatically formulated based on
these characteristics.
Segment(?s) ∧ Wall (?w) ∧ areParallel (?s, ?w) ∧ (

(hasLenght(?s, ?l ) ∧ hasLenght(?w, ?l2) ∧ equals(?l, ?l2))∨
(hasWidth(?s, ?wd) ∧ hasWidth(?w, ?wd2) ∧ equals(?wd, ?wd2)))∧

(12)

Wall (?w2) ∧ arePerpendicular (?s, ?w2) ∧ arePerpendicular (?w, ?w2) ⇒ Wall (?s)
The new rule defines that if a segment (?s) is parallel to a wall (?w) and both have equal length
(?l and ?l2) or equal width (?wd and ?wd2) and that a same wall (?w2) is perpendicular with both
elements (the segment ?s and the wall ?w), then the segment is a wall.
This hypothesis is then validated automatically if its application does not produce any
inconsistency in the knowledge (segment identified as corresponding to two different types of an
object). If it is validated, then the produced knowledge enriches the knowledge base. This enrichment
of knowledge about objects impacts the entire detection process. Hypothesis formulation allows
objects to be detected even when their geometric representation in the data differs significantly from
the geometry expected and defined in the knowledge.
Several hypotheses, in addition to the hypothesis illustrated in the Equation (12) allow improving
the classification of objects. First, in this application case, every ceiling is upwards of 2.15 m. Meanwhile,
all other objects defined in the knowledge base are lower than this value. Therefore, a new hypothesis
is formulated and specifies that every element upwards of 2.15m in the data of this case studied is a
ceiling. The same type of analysis is also applied to the floor description. The description of floors,
ceilings and walls are thus improved. Figure 21 shows the result of room detection before (a) and after
(b) the iteration of new knowledge provided by these hypotheses.
The analysis process of the learning enables the adapting of the description of objects according
to the data dynamically, significantly improving the object detection process. The rooms are
better-segmented thanks to the improved knowledge of the walls, floors and ceilings. The relationships
that unify them as rooms are also better controlled.
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(b)

(c)

Figure 21. Results of the room detection. (a) Results obtained before the self-knowledge-based
learning process; (b) Results obtained after the self-knowledge-based learning process; (c) Ground truth
point cloud from Reference [48].

3.3.1. Discussion of the Efficiency of the Self-Learning Process
A first object detection provides a base of information to apply a self-learning process. The learning
analyzes the characteristics of detected objects to improve the accuracy of knowledge according
to each application case. Obtaining accurate knowledge aims at improving the detection process,
which is guided by knowledge. Thus the detection process is directly impacted by the accuracy of the
knowledge. The benefit of this self-learning on the detection process efficiency is estimated through a
comparison of results obtained before and after the application of the self-learning process.

Figure 22. Results obtained after the self-learning process: green circles highlight the data
understanding improvement and orange circles highlight the loss of data understanding.

Figure 22 highlights the improvements (cf. green circles in Figure 22) and losses (cf. orange circles
in Figure 22) generated by the self-learning process. These losses are a loss of accuracy for some
rooms, for whom some points have not been classified. However, the improvements solve problems of
non-detection on the one hand and misclassification on the other hand.
The quality difference between the detection processes before and after the self-learning process is
assessed according to the metrics of Recall, Precision and F1-score (metrics explained by Reference [49]).
Recall:

represents the proportion of points considered as negatively well classified. It is computed
from the number of points similarly classified in the assessed set and the reference set
divided by the number of all points from the assessed set.
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Precision: represents the proportion of points considered as positively well classified. It is computed
from the number of points similarly classified in the assessed set and the reference set
divided by the number of all points from the reference set.
F1-score: represents the harmonic average between the precision and recall (with a best value at 1
and a worst at 0). It is computed from the precision and the recall scores.
Table 3 presents the three metric scores obtained for each room of the dataset before and after the
self-learning process execution.
Table 3. Comparison of metrics obtained before and after the self-learning process on the Stanford dataset.
Room
Room 1
Room 2
Room 3
Room 4
Room 5
Room 6
Room 7
Room 8
Room 9
Room 10
Room 11
Room 12
Room 13
Room 14
Room 15
Room 16
Room 17
Room 18
Room 19
Room 20
Room 21
Room 22
Room 23
Average

Recall

Precision

F1-Score

Before

After

Before

After

Before

After

0.100
0.989
0.888
0.985
0.816
0.187
0.395
0.489
0.977
0.664
0.519
0.984
0.888
0.505
0.825
0.498
0.907
0.932
0.983
0.535
0.455
0.564
0.996
0.699

0.602
0.964
0.940
0.925
0.915
0.974
0.706
0.887
0.963
0.898
0.634
0.976
0.958
0.639
0.970
0.956
0.921
0.768
0.980
0.968
0.965
0.962
0.985
0.889

0.838
0.815
0.757
0.517
0.798
0.559
0.376
0.845
0.696
0.588
0.606
0.226
0.672
0.122
0.813
0.763
0.636
0.640
0.165
0.798
0.697
0.837
0.713
0.629

0.843
0.820
0.820
0.722
0.503
0.707
0.591
0.779
0.453
0.768
0.840
0.542
0.666
0.545
0.434
0.464
0.594
0.819
0.565
0.520
0.461
0.576
0.527
0.633

0.179
0.894
0.817
0.678
0.807
0.280
0.385
0.619
0.813
0.624
0.559
0.367
0.765
0.197
0.819
0.603
0.748
0.760
0.282
0.641
0.551
0.674
0.831
0.605

0.702
0.886
0.875
0.811
0.649
0.819
0.643
0.829
0.616
0.828
0.723
0.697
0.785
0.588
0.600
0.624
0.722
0.793
0.717
0.677
0.624
0.720
0.687
0.722

According to the average evaluation of the metrics, the quality improvement is mainly obtained
by an improvement of the Recall score with an increase of 0.190 (compared to an increase of 0.004
for the Precision score). Thus, in this application case, the self-learning process provides an average
quality increase of 0.117 on its F1 score.
However, the self-learning impacts each room differently. Four rooms (rooms 1, 6, 14 and 19)
obtain a significant increase in quality, about 0.5 in the F1 score. Seven other rooms (rooms 4, 7, 8, 10, 11,
12 and 21) also benefit from an increase of quality with an F1 score increase of about 0.2. Eight rooms
(rooms 2, 3, 13, 16, 17, 18, 20 and 22) are hardly impacted by the self-learning. Finally, four rooms
(rooms 5, 9, 15 and 23) suffer a loss of quality with an F1 score decrease of about 0.2. This quality
decrease is due to a more significant decrease of precision than the increase of recall.
This decrease of precision for some rooms is caused by points that were classified as belonging to
a room before the self-learning process and are unclassified after the self-learning process. A point
that could be classified into two disjoint object types would create an inconsistency in the knowledge.
That is why such a point stays unclassified rather than be classified in the two object types or be
classified arbitrarily in one of the object types to avoid the wrong classification.
Therefore the improvement of knowledge slightly increases the classification ambiguity of points
which are between two rooms but strongly increases the amount of correctly classified points.
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Indeed, the loss of quality on these four rooms remains low compared to the benefits provided on
the eleven rooms that obtained a quality increase between 0.2 and 0.6.
4. Discussion
A “modern” data set acquired by laser scanner technology has been used in this paper as an
application case to show the efficiency of the detection process proposed. The main difficulty of
the object detection process in data acquired by laser scanner technology is to adapt the process of
detection to the specific acquisition context. Indeed, the acquisition context is affected by various and
complex factors. Thus, the representation of acquired objects inside the data can vary greatly from
the representation of a real object. That is why the detection process has to consider various problems
such as occlusions and incompleteness caused by transparent or reflective surfaces (e.g., windows or
aluminum material). These problems transform the geometry of objects, inhibiting their detection.
This paper introduces an approach that addresses this issue through a dynamic and smart
adaptation of the detection process. This adaptation takes into account the data variation and object
representation variation. This approach first detects and classifies walls, ceilings and floors, as shown
in Figure 19. Secondly, the reasoning and iterative classification process build rooms according to
the links between walls, ceilings and floors. The comparison of this approach with References [28,29]
approaches on the same data allow the illustration of its benefits. Reference [48] provides the data used
for the comparison. This data is the third area corresponding to a point cloud composed of more than
22 million points. These approaches ([28,29]) fail to detect the overall rooms as shown in Figure 23.

Figure 23. Illustration of the result comparison, the black color represents rooms incorrectly detected;
other colors represent good detection of rooms: (a) the floor truth; (b) the reconstruction result of
Reference [28]; (c) the reconstruction result of Reference [29]; (d) the result of the presented approach.

The results of the two approaches presented in Figure 23b,c are respectively the results of the
reconstruction of room areas for both approaches that are available in References [28,29].
The approach proposed by Armani et al. [28] is a “void-based” approach that requires the point
cloud of the entire building. This “void-based” approach aims at localizing the area between two
walls of neighboring rooms. To this end, this “void-based” approach creates a density histogram to
identify areas which are empty (no point) and between two high-density areas representing two walls.
Nevertheless, such an approach requires that walls are “roughly planar” and rooms are rectangular.
Therefore, this approach cannot deal with irregular walls or rooms, which is the case for rooms 19, 22,
2 and 4 in Figure 23a. Moreover, such an approach cannot separate rooms which are not separated by
walls, such as rooms 1, 9, 10, 13, 14 and 18. Therefore, the approach of Reference [28] does not detect
room 1, poorly detects room 19 and room 22 (a part of room 19 is detected as room 22) and cannot
properly segment rooms 2, 4, 14, 9, 10, 13 and 18 (rooms 9, 10, 13 and 18 are detected as the same room).
Figure 23b shows in black every room which is not well detected by this approach.
The approach of Reference [29] proposes computing the internal free space by segmenting the
point cloud into voxel and labelling them as “free” or “busy.” From this voxel labelling, the approach
computes the maximum detection in the potential field values. Then, the approach projects the potential
field values computed in 3D in 2D space in the positive z-direction. Finally, this approach uses the
HDB-SCAN approach [50] for clustering the point cloud and then labels it. Nevertheless, such an
approach has difficulty to segmenting rooms which contain several elements due to the sensitivity of
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the volumetric signature estimation, which is the case for rooms 5 and 6. Moreover, the irregularities
in the potential field map computed lead to miss-segmentation, especially for transitions between long
corridor rooms, which is the case for rooms 10 and 18. Therefore such approach detects the six rooms
1, 3, 8, 10, 13 and18 as the same room. Figure 23c shows in black every room not well detected by
this approach.
The Table 4 numerically compares the results of the two approaches with the approach presented
in this paper.
Table 4. Result comparison between the presented approach and two other approaches on the use case.
Approach

Correctly Classified Room (Max 22)

Sucess (%)

Presented approach
[28]
[29]

21
12
14

95%
55%
63%

The proposed approach detects the 22 rooms of the use case. However, among the 22 rooms,
room 13 in Figure 23d is not fully detected and a sub-part of this room is detected as a room itself
(the green part near room 13 in Figure 23d). Some parts of the room (small parts in room 13 in
Figure 23d) are not classified due to their characteristics. They correspond to exterior elements of
room 13, as illustrated in Figure 24. Thus, room 13 of the presented approach is considered not
correctly detected.

Figure 24. (a) Illustration of room parts not classified in red and incorrectly classified in purple;
(b) Zoom on the representation of these three room parts.

Moreover, the classification of the external elements of room 13 as belonging to room 13 can be
discussed. In the presented approach, they are not classified due to different features than other rooms
(e.g., ceiling not at the same height as the room). An addition of knowledge about this type of element
would fix their classification. However, does the belonging of these elements to room 13 makes sense?
These elements are outside room 13 and the center element (in purple in Figure 24) is classified as a
room and has the same characteristics as room 1 in Figure 23. Therefore, despite a difference with
the principle, the detection made by the presented approach follows logical reasoning to understand
the data.
This logical reasoning leads to a limit of accuracy in the delimitation of rooms.
Indeed, the reasoning process considers all points classified in more than one room as inconsistent.
Thus, all points at the border of two rooms are not classified in any room (illustrated by the white gap
between rooms in Figure 23d). However, thanks to the flexibility and the automatic adaptation of the
knowledge module of this approach, the addition of further knowledge about building elements could
fix this issue.
The knowledge is modeled in OWL-description language. Thus, the various descriptions of
an object, depending on the application context, are sure to be entirely consistent. Indeed, the OWL
description language allows for checking the consistency of all information and description logic by
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the reasoner. The knowledge base is thus safe for use to drive the object detection process and then
to be enriched by algorithms’ execution and reasoning. According to results obtained (95% of rooms
detected), we can claim that our approach is more robust than the other two approaches (55% and
63% of rooms detected). Its advantages come from its full management by the semantic. The semantic
allows for adapting the process to the characteristics of the data and objects and dynamically enriching
these characteristics by an understanding process of results obtained. Thus, this approach ensures
proper object detection through a safe and smart classification process that uses reasoning and checking
of consistency to avoid incorrect classification.
Future works will consist of detecting more complex objects by adding new object descriptions
and new algorithms. In the context of an indoor point cloud, elements of buildings like doors and
windows constitute the future set of objects to detect. It is necessary to extend the knowledge base by
adding a description of these objects.
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